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58. A pair of zamak statues of a falconer
and a hunter - France - appr. 1900

 

Auctioneer's estimate
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In good condition, damaged on photo 6

This lot description has been auto-translated. 

Show original description

Beautiful fine specimens, 2 images made of Zamak, portrayal of a

Falconer with beaten Heron in his other hand, and a fisherman.

in perfect condition, a very small damage to the wing of the Falcon,

well to recover. Height: 50 cm.

Using the auction

Buying safely

Frequently asked questions

All of our auctions are subject to

notarial supervision 

Payment options

 Place your bids any time, any place Download the Catawiki Auction App

Other interesting lots

Wooden hairdresser's chair -

end 19th / start 20th century

€161

View this lot

Mechelse oak wooden writing

desk - Belgium - appr. 1880

€150

View this lot

A hall lantern in cast copper

and lead glass - start 20th

century

€270

View this lot

A 12 part silver plated fish

cutlery with ivory handles -

England - appr. 1900

€360

View this lot
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